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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Mobile devices, which deliver the whole world up to our fingertips, have already become 
necessity in human’s daily life. Proactive location based services that take advantage of 
mobile devices are highly demanded nowadays. GPS logger, mobile phone signals, 
“check-in” on SNS, even credit card transaction records can be reckoned as index 
showing people’s mobility. Consecutive series of these records compose considerable 
human trajectories which indicate mobility pattern and preference of users. It attracts 
researchers to explore the limits of predictability in human dynamics, and 93% potential 
predictability in user mobility has been found by studying the mobility patterns of 50000 
anonymized mobile phone users [1]. Prediction of human mobility by trajectory data and 
related information is beneficial to location based services from both business’s and 
customer’s perspective, e.g. customized advertisement, auto-reservation and place 
recommendation. Such services are pervasively employed by online store or multimedia 
streaming sites, however, they are far more thrived than services based on location 
information which are helpful for commuting and going out choices. Google Maps show 
“popular times and visit duration” information [2] on some location’s page to help users 
plan visits. Beyond that, a more intelligent service for the same mission may be 
constructed based on user’s next place prediction. 
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1.2 Objective 
Motivated by the situation addressed above, my study focuses on the problem that how to 
predict user’s next place by user’s attributes and trajectories. A spatial trajectory is a trace 
generated by a moving object in geographical spaces, usually represented by a series of 
chronologically ordered points, for example, 𝑝" → 𝑝#	→ ··· → 𝑝% , where each point 
consists of a geospatial coordinate set and a time stamp such as 𝑝 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡  [3]. 
Generally, next places refer to important places in user’s daily life where user goes 
repeatedly, e.g. home, work place, regular coffee spot, which are called significant 
places. Without any prior knowledge of users’ individual information, finding significant 
places is a primary issue in my research. Another important issue is to predict where 
people go next with contextual data, which may make a large difference on prediction 
result but are seldom considered in related researches. Context such as weather 
information and users’ moving speeds are taken into account in addition to the trajectory 
information.  
1.3 Structure of Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Related works will be reviewed in Chapter 
2 from two aspects. Chapter 3 introduces the dataset which was experimented on in this 
study. The method which I proposed to find significant places and predict next place, and 
the experiment results are demonstrated, respectively in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Chapter 
6 is the conclusion of the thesis, with discussion of the further works. 
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CHAPTER 2 RELATED WORKS 
2.1 Significant Places 
[4] proposes that to look at where the user spends her time is the most logical way to find 
significant places, and at least for most people, locations that could be considered 
significant will be inside buildings where GPS signals do not reach. Therefore, it defines 
a point in a trajectory where the GPS record was created after 10 minutes of the last point 
as significant, and applies K-Means to get clusters of places. In this way, only indoor 
places can be found and since the loss of GPS signals can be caused by other reasons like 
battery ran out some meaningless cluster of location may also be pointed out. [5] 
introduces the idea that the more amount of time a person spends at a place, the more 
stable that place would be and more important that place would likely to be for the 
person. It only considers stay duration in a place of one trajectory, from an overall 
perspective, identify a significant place only by a one-time action is not reasonable 
enough. [6] improves the idea by applying a 2-D Gaussian distribution weighted by the 
residence time at each GPS point, based on the intuition being that permanence at a place 
is directly proportional to the importance that is attributed to it by the user. These two 
methods may perform well for places where users stay for a very long time like home and 
work place, however, frequency or, to put it another way, reoccurrence to a specific place 
should also be considered besides only stay duration. 
Kernel density estimation is a good method to visualize trajectory data, as Figure 1 
shows, it also reveals frequency of user’s mobility, although it still has been barely 
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exploited to find significant place. A new model taking advantage of 1-D Gaussian 
Kernel to find significant places is proposed and discussed in Section 4.1. 
Clustering is another effective solution to deal with frequency. Two clustering methods 
are often used under this topic. One is partitioning clustering, like K-Means proposed by 
[4]. Though, it can only identify round shape cluster, the number of clusters is needed to 
assign beforehand and it can’t distinguish noises. One is density based clustering, which 
identify points gathering densely as the cluster. This kind of algorithms don’t require 
specific number of cluster as prior knowledge and can detect clusters in arbitrary shape, 
and it’s not sensitive to noise because that points thinly dispersed are seen as outliers. 
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) is one of the 
most famous density based clustering algorithm first introduced in [7], and commonly 
used in spatial clustering. It is applied to explore the presence of clusters along the route 
in [8], on point datasets corresponding to GPS traces driven along a same route in 
different days. [9] proposed DJ-Cluster algorithm which based on DBSCAN to discover 
user’s significant places, and it has been revised to extract semantic POIs from GPS data 
in [10]. These algorithms perform fairly well but they neglect a truth that places have 
different scales, e.g. a park can occupy 50 hectares, and a restaurant may only cover 0.05 
hectare. That is, the density of data which recorded around significant places varies. 
DBSCAN relies on a global parameter 𝜀 to find neighborhood of a point, what makes it 
not powerful enough to deal with data of varying density. To tackle this problem, 
Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) 
is applied to find different scales of significant places. HDBSCAN extends DBSCAN by 
converting it into a hierarchical clustering algorithm, and then using a technique to 
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extract a flat clustering based in the stability of clusters [11]. It avoids blindness to 
different scales of places caused by the global parameter 𝜀. Moreover, only focusing on 
the frequency by applying clustering algorithm to all of the trajectory directly may spot 
some meaningless cluster of location or include irrelevant points into cluster such as 
sidewalk where user frequently passed. In this thesis, a framework using HDBSCAN to 
find significant places taking both temporal and spatial information, which embody stay 
duration and reoccurrence, into account is introduced in Section 4.3.  
2.2 Predicting Next Place by Trajectories  
[12] introduces a framework that constructs a Naïve Bayesian classifier model to predict 
people’s movement from joint Wi-Fi/Bluetooth trace. Time, location and periodicity 
information of a Wi-Fi fingerprinting database are exploited to predict the user’s next 
place through introducing the notion of Gapped Spatiotemporal-periodic patterns in [13]. 
[6] presents NextPlace, an approach to location prediction applying nonlinear time series 
analysis of the arrival and residence times of users in relevant places based on the idea 
that human behavior is strongly determined by daily patterns. A decision tree of 
trajectory pattern which predicts 45.7% trajectories is proposed in [14]. [4] and [15] both 
model user location as a Markov process using GPS records, while [15] predict for up to 
94 weeks with 43 % of accuracy. All the methods above rely on a probability model only 
based on location and periodicity information, while contextual data, which may also 
make a large difference on prediction result are seldom considered in related researches. 
To enhance the performance of next location prediction, the context information such as 
weather and users’ moving speeds are taken into account in addition to the trajectory 
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information, and other machine learning techniques are applied to predict the next place 
in this thesis. The model will be demonstrated in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 3 DATASET 
Our experiments have been performed on the Microsoft GeoLife GPS Trajectories 
Dataset [16][17][18]. It contains GPS trajectory data of 182 users’ outdoor movements 
recorded from April 2007 to August 2012 mostly in Beijing. Every record includes the 
information of latitude, longitude and time stamp. 2% of the users carried a GPS logger 
with them for more than a year, 40% users participated in the experiment for more than 
one month but less than a year, 34% users’ data collection period ranges from one week 
to one month, while others only have data for less than a week. GPS loggers for each user 
Figure 1 Kernel Density Estimation Visualization of GeoLife Dataset within 
the 5th Ring Road of Beijing 
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are different, and the sampling rates mostly vary from one second to five seconds. The 
Figure 1 presents the kernel density estimation visualization of the whole dataset, where 
the kernel bandwidth is 3 and densities below 10./ are not drawn, within the 5th Ring 
Road of Beijing. According to the distribution showing on the map, majority of the 
trajectories were created at the northwest of Beijing, where many prestigious universities 
and famous technology companies are located.  
Weather information used in this research has been retrieved from The Global Surface 
Hourly database on NNDC climate data online [19] of National Centers for 
Environmental Information (NCEI) of United States. Three elements, wind speed, 
visibility and temperature are added to the trajectory dataset based on the time stamp and 
its hourly counterpart. 
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CHAPTER 4 FINDING SIGNIFICANT PLACES 
A human trajectory 𝑝" → 𝑝#	→ ··· → 𝑝% represents a user’s geospatial moving in time 
order, where each point 𝑝 is composed of longitude, latitude, and a time stamp such as 
𝑝 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 . To predict place where a user goes next by trajectory, place is referred to 
where the user stays and personally meaningful to the user. This kind of place is called 
significant places which defined as places denoted by a range of geospatial coordinates 
where people stay and revisit. I propose two strategies to find significant places. One is 
by looking at all the trajectories and find locations where points of GPS records gather 
most densely, which to some extent represent places where users stay and go most 
frequently. The alternative is to extract every place where users stay and then clustering 
them, I suppose in this way places that have low density of points but important are better 
noted. Two new frameworks to draw out significant places based on Gaussian kernel 
weight and clustering that implement the two strategies above respectively are 
demonstrated as follows.  
4.1 Gaussian kernel weight 
Gaussian function is the probability density function of the normal distribution 
 








where 𝜇 and 𝜎 stand for the expected value, and the standard deviation respectively. The 
graph of Gaussian function has a symmetric "bell curve" shape, numbers near to 𝜇 have 
higher value of probability density. Data records in trajectories are temporally ordered, 
every record is seen as a discrete point. Hence, the weights calculated by applying 
Gaussian function to distance between each point are able to infer the spatial density 
around each point. Denser around a point, more frequently user comes around. 
For every point, its distance vector can be calculated by the spherical distance from all 
remaining points. Distance vector for point 𝑖 is represented by  
 
𝐷 = {𝑑@A}																																																																	(2) 
  
𝑑@A	is the great circle distance between point 𝑖 and point 𝑗 which calculated by the 
following formulas, 
 




𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 90⋄ − 𝑙𝑎𝑡N , 𝑖𝑓	𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡	𝑘	𝑖𝑛	𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑛	𝐻𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 90⋄ + 𝑙𝑎𝑡N , 𝑖𝑓	𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡	𝑘	𝑖𝑛	𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑛	𝐻𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
				(4) 
𝜃N = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑙𝑜𝑛N 																																																				(5) 
𝑑@A = 		arc cos(	arc cos 	sin𝜑@ sin𝜑A cos 𝜃@ −	𝜃A + cos𝜑@ cos𝜑A 	) ×	𝜌				(6) 
 
The 𝑙𝑎𝑡N, 𝑙𝑜𝑛N stand for latitude and longtitde of point 𝑘 respectively, 𝜌 is a constant 
which stands for the radius of the earth, 𝜌 = 3960	𝑘𝑚 [20]. 
Then the Gaussian kernel weight vector 
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𝐺 = {𝑔@}																																																																(7) 
  
of all points is calculated by applying (1) to corresponding distance vector (2). 
 





Where 𝑝@ is point 𝑖, 𝑔@ is the Gaussian kernel weight of 𝑝@.  
Certain radius around the local maxima of (7) can be considered as significant places.  
Figure 2 shows the Gaussian kernel weight of all points in trajectories of user No. 52. 





																																																									 9  
 
Where the 𝑛o is the number of points used earlier than data point 𝑖, while 𝑛p is the 
number later, 𝑐% is coefficient used to polynomial least-squares fit to all 𝑛o + 𝑛p + 1 
points in the moving window[21], is used to smoothing the (7) of user No. 52. Figure 3 
presents the smoothing result when 𝑛o = 	𝑛p = 2500 and the order of the polyminal is 3.  
For smoothed Gaussian kernel weight vector, the local maxima are found out by 
considering 1500 points on each side to use for comparison and the corresponding points 
in Beijing are plotted on map as Figure 4. The original trajectories of user No. 52 are 
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showed in Figure 5. As this two figures show, the Gaussian kernel weight method has the 
ability to draw out points which have densest neighborhood, although there is a tradeoff 
that some places where a user goes are near to each other, therefore, when calculate the 
local maxima, the range of points using for comparison will be smaller. In this way, 
meaningless places might be extracted. Reversely, if the range is enlarged, some 





Figure 2 Gaussian Weight of All Points in Trajectories of User No. 52 
Figure 3 Gaussian Weight of All Points in Trajectories of User No. 52 after 
Smoothing by Savitzky Golay Filter (window_length=5001, polyorder=3) 
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Figure 4 Corresponding Points in Beijing to Local Maxima of 
Gaussian Weight Vector, User No. 52 
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4.2 Trajectory Segmentation and Clustering 
In this method, three-stage procedure, where at first segmenting the trajectory, then 
detecting stay segments by time and distance thresholds, and finally clustering the stay 
segments to find significant places while considering the density and reoccurrence of 
users, is taken. 
4.2.1 Trajectory Segmentation 
Using the modified Spatio-Temporal Kernel Window (STKW) statistic proposed in [22], 
trajectories are divided into several segments. This method basically exploits number of 
Figure 5 Raw Trajectories of User No. 52 in Beijing 
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points in a distance threshold, when the intervals between each records are same, to 
indicate the speed change of different transportation mode or condition. However, as 
mentioned in Chapter 3, GeoLife data have a variety of sampling rates, hence, I change 
the way to calculate STKW value by estimating how much time the user spends within 
radius threshold 𝑟	other than counting how many points are within r.  
Take point 𝑑 in Figure 6 as an example, first look for the points on the trajectory forward 
and backward within a radius threshold 𝑟, which is set as 25 meters in Figure 6. Then the 
STKW value of point 𝑑, which is 𝑆𝑇𝐾𝑊u, can be calculated by the formation below 
 
𝑆𝑇𝐾𝑊u = 	 (𝑡u −	𝑡v) +	(𝑡w −	𝑡u)                                           (10) 
 
where 𝑡@ is timestamp of point 𝑖.  
Figure 7 shows a sample trajectory of user No. 082 on March 30th, 2009, where the radius 
threshold 𝑟 is also 25 meters, all the sudden changes of the STKW values indicate sudden 
acceleration or deceleration of the user, namely, the user stop or change the transportation 
mode. These points where the steep changes of STKW values happen, are the breakpoints 
between segments.   
To identify the breakpoints, two windows are set to scan along the trajectory in both 
directions from a specific point, by comparing the sums of STKW values in both 
Figure 6 A Trajectory Example 
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windows, if one of them is much greater than another, which is also defined by a 
threshold 𝑏, this point is marked as a breakpoint. If there are successive breakpoints 
detected, only the point which has the largest difference between forward and backward 
is assigned as breakpoint. For trajectory presented in Figure 7, when 𝑏 is 100, there is 
only one breakpoint showed by the first red line, moreover, when b is 70, the breakpoints 
increase to four also showed by the red lines including the first one which is same as 
condition when b is 100.  
However, unexpected things always happen when users carry a GPS logger. A recorded 
trajectory may not be continuous, when the battery runs out without notice, or the user 
enters a building where the signal cannot reach, or the user turns the device off halfway 
through the travel. In addition to the breakpoints pulled out by applying STKW statistic, 
Figure 7 STKW Values of Trajectory for User No. 082 on March 30th, 2009 
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exceptions addressed above also need to be considered first. If interval between two 
successive points is longer than 30 minutes, then the trajectory splits into two new 
trajectories from here.  
4.2.2 Stay Segment 
The breakpoints break trajectory apart to several segments, which distinguished by user’s 
speed. A stay segment stands for a segment that user stay over a certain period of time 
around a fixed place. It can be a sequence of records created when user took a rest at a 
park or have lunch in a restaurant, and etc. Suppose a segment has n points and their 
geometry center is GC, point pi and the duration satisfy the following formulas. 
 
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝@, 𝐺𝐶 yv7 < 200	[𝑚]                                            (11) 
𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 	𝑡%-𝑡" > 5	[𝑚𝑖𝑛]                                               (12) 
 
Where tn is the N-th timestamp in the segment starting from 1, geometry center GC is the 
location whose coordinate is the average of all of the points, Distance is calculated by 
(3)(4)(5)(6). Then, we consider this segment as a stay segment. The time threshold is 
loose, and the distance threshold is assumed to be enough to distinguish stay segments 
where people spend their time from moving segments considering the normal scale of a 
place and the preferred walking speed of people is 1.4 meters per second. If a man is on 
his way by walking, he can go about 400 meters away after five minutes, let alone other 





Stay segments denoted by their GC and the last points of every trajectory are seen as the 
candidates of significant points. The reason why last points of trajectories are taken into 
account is that destinations where users may shut down their GPS devices when they 
arrive can’t be detected by stay segments. If some of the points were not caused by the 
situation above, then they are seen as outliers and will be eliminated. 
HDBSCAN is applied to group the significant points and detect the outliers. Figure 8 
represents the extracted significant places of user No. 52 in Beijing on map as an example 
with the parameters of min_cluster_size = 2 and min_samples = 5. Figure 9, 10, 11, 12 
show clusters when DBSCAN is applied on the same data, with min_samples = 2 and 
𝜀 = 0.00025, 0.00015, 0.00008, 0.00002 respectively. In these figures, every colored 
square represents a cluster. On the upper right there is a cluster represents the airport, as 
the zooming-in in Figure 9. As the 𝜀 decrease, this cluster splits into two gradually, in 
Figure 12 it actually breaks apart into three, and one of them is removed as outlier. 
Meanwhile, when 𝜀 get bigger, the clusters near the middle of Figure 12 become one big 
red cluster gradually. However, as showed in Figure 8, HDBSAN creates the airport 
cluster correctly and also keeps the clusters in the center precisely. It appears DBSCAN’s 
incompetency when facing data with varying density while HDBSCAN performs better 
by applying hierarchy to find reasonable clusters.  
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Figure 8 HDBSCAN (min_cluster_size = 2, min_samples = 5) Cluster of Significant 
Places of User No. 52 in Beijing 
Figure 9 DBSCAN (𝜀 = 0.00025) Cluster of Significant Places of User No. 52 in Beijing 
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Figure 10 DBSCAN (𝜀 = 0.00015) Cluster of Significant Places of User No. 52 in Beijing 
Figure 11 DBSCAN (𝜀 = 0.00008) Cluster of Significant Places of User No. 52 in Beijing 
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4.3 Consideration 
In this chapter, two methods are proposed to find significant places. Gaussian kernel 
weight is introduced to find locations where users left the most records, which in a sense 
represent the places users stay and go most frequently. Clustering the stay segments by 
HDBSCAN is suggested to find places where users stay and revisit. Unlike Gaussian 
Kernel weight, a small times of reoccurrences also count, in view of the fact that there are 
certain places where users go infrequently but important, e.g. the airport for user No. 52.   
Similar to DBSCAN, Gaussian kernel weight is also inadequate facing data with varying 
density, which means it’s difficult for DBSCAN and Gaussian kernel weight to determine 
significant places near each other geographically or in different scales.   
Figure 12 DBSCAN (𝜀 = 0.00002) Cluster of Significant Places of User No. 52 in Beijing 
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Thus, each significant place extracted by applying HDBSCAN on stay segments are 
assigned a unique label as the predicting target for next place prediction. The parameter 
min_cluster_size = 2 and min_samples = 5. explain Table 1 presents the number of 
significant places found of all 182 users. Basically the more trajectories were recorded, 
the more significant places are found. Half of the users have significant places below 
three, only 25% users have more than 10 significant places, while user No. 153 who 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 5 PREDICTING NEXT PLACE 
5.1 Features 
The geospatial coordinates of points in sub-trajectory, periodical information, weather 
information, and average speed from the first point to the rest are taken as predictors in 
experiment. Sub-trajectory refers to a set of successive points in a trajectory which 
simulate user’s current spatial movement in a short period of time. In a trajectory 𝑝" → 
𝑝#	→ ··· → 𝑝%, sub-trajectory which contains 𝑘 points starting from point 𝑖 is symbolized 
by 𝑝@ → 𝑝@l" → 	⋯ →	𝑝@l(N."). Given each point 𝑝 is composed of longitude, latitude, 
and a time stamp such as 𝑝 = 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 , then the first feature is a vector such as 
[𝑙𝑎𝑡", 𝑙𝑜𝑛", 𝑙𝑎𝑡#, 𝑙𝑜𝑛#,⋯ , 𝑙𝑎𝑡N, 𝑙𝑜𝑛N] = [ 𝑥@, 𝑦@ , 𝑥@l", 𝑦@l" ,⋯ , 𝑥@l N." , 𝑦@l N." ]. 
Periodical information embodies time of day (ToD) and day of week (DoW), since there 
are 24 hours a day and 7 days a week, ToD and DoW satisfy the following formulas, 
 
𝑇𝑜𝐷 = 	𝑇𝑜𝐷@ ∈ 𝐙 0 ≤ 𝑇𝑜𝐷@ ≤ 23 																																							(13) 
𝐷𝑜𝑊 = 	𝐷𝑜𝑊@ ∈ 𝐙 0 ≤ 𝐷𝑜𝑊@ ≤ 6 																																						(14) 
 
where Monday is 0 and Sunday is 6. Weather information is retrieved from online 
database of National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) of United States [7], 
which is one of the context that we consider might influence on people’s activity. Wind 
speed, visibility and temperature are three features exploited in experiment. The average 
speed vector is calculated by, 
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where 	𝑗 ∈ 𝑍, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 − 1, and 𝑑@ @lA  follow the formation (6). Noted that the speed is 
calculated by the geospatial distance between two points other than the real moving 
distance of the user, in this way it’s assumed that the transportation mode and the 
direction change are able to be indicated from the speed. 
Hence, for a sub-trajectory 𝑝@ → 𝑝@l" → 	⋯ →	𝑝@l(N."), the features used to make the 
prediction are 
𝑙𝑎𝑡", 𝑙𝑜𝑛", 𝑙𝑎𝑡#, 𝑙𝑜𝑛#,⋯ , 𝑙𝑎𝑡N, 𝑙𝑜𝑛N,
	𝑇𝑜𝐷, 𝐷𝑜𝑊,
𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑, 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒,
𝑣", 𝑣#,⋯ , 𝑣N."
. 
In the experiment, k is set as 5. 
5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 Ensemble Method 
The significant places extracted from stay segments by HDBSCAN are labeled as target 
of next place prediction. Some places like home, work office, school are visited by users 
far more often than other places, thus, the data is immensely unbalanced. Ensemble 
methods are learning algorithms that construct a set of classifiers and then classify new 
data points by taking a (weighted) vote of their predictions [23]. Therefore, I choose 
ensemble methods of classification for this problem. Ensemble methods are roughly 
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categorized into two groups: bagging and boosting. Bagging aggregate several 
individually trained base estimators to form a better final prediction. Boosting combines 
multiple weak models to yield a better one by sequentially building the base estimators 
and reducing bias in each iteration. 
I pick up a bagging algorithm, Random Forest, and a boosting algorithm, Gradient 
Boosted Regression Trees (GBRT) to conduct the experiment. Random forests are a 
combination of tree predictors such that each tree depends on the values of a random 
vector sampled independently and with the same distribution for all trees in the forest 
[24]. GBRT take Decision Trees as weak learners, and boost them into a more powerful 
estimator by minimizing the loss function of each weak learner using gradient descent 
method. GBRT need to induce number of classes of regression trees every iteration, when 
facing plenty of classes, it will cost more memory and time [25]. 
5.2.2 Neural Network 
Neural network is inspired by biological neural network of animals. It learns the rules to 
get right results through hundreds of iteration processes using a method called 
backpropagation. For regular neural networks, the most common layer type is the fully-
connected layer in which neurons between two adjacent layers are fully pairwise 
connected, but neurons within a single layer share no connections. An example of fully-
connected neural network topology which has a 3-layer neural network with three inputs, 
two hidden layers of 4 neurons each and one output layer, is showed in Figure 13 [26]. 
Neural network is recognized as one of the most powerful solution in machine learning, a 
simple fully-connected neural network model is also constructed in experiment to predict 
user’s next place. 
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5.3 Results and Consideration 
5.3.1 Prediction Accuracy 
Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the overview of the accuracy of all users by 
applying GBRT classifier, Random Forest Classifier and a two hidden-layer neural 
network with 1024 nodes in each layer, respectively. Among the figures, users are sorted 
by ascending order of number of significant places. For users with no detected significant 
places or only have one, the prediction cannot be performed in the proposed algorithm. 
Therefore, such users are omitted from those figures. Chance level represented by green 
triangle is defined as 1 ⁄ 𝑛 where n is the number of significant places, which means the 
probability of user going to one of the significant places randomly. The circles and the 
lines show the mean and the standard deviation of accuracy calculated by conducting 6-
fold cross validation on time series, which first split the data into 6 blocks, then use the 
Figure 13 A Three-layer Neural Network Example 
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first block of data as training data and test on the second block, after that use the first and 
second blocks of data as training data and test on the third block, and so on.  
The mean accuracy for all users by using GBRT is about 46% with minority of data it 
can’t process, the three-layer neural network gets an accuracy about 55%, while Random 
Forest delivers about 60%. However, in both methods, there is a huge variance between 
users. As the figures show generally, the values of accuracy decrease as the number of 
significant places grow. Still, there are exceptions such as user No. 13, No. 35, No.142, 
No.2 who have more than 15 significant places, get about 60~70% accuracy among all 
the algorithms. These user’s performance is far higher than users who have close number 
of significant places. It shows that the relative accuracy values of users are similar among 
different algorithms. Nevertheless, by looking into the users’ neighborhood and size of 
data, we cannot find strong relations between these factors and the unpredictability. The 
reason may be rooted in users’ unknown characteristics.  
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Figure 15 Accuracy Distribution of Users by Random Forest Classifier 
Figure 14 Accuracy Distribution of Users by GBRT classifier 
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5.3.2 Feature Importance 
To evaluate the model, I check the feature importance of Random Forest Classifier. 
Columns at the right in Table 2 show the frequency of each feature whose score of 
importance ranks as first, second, third and fourth, respectively. It shows that time of day 
is the most important feature in this model following by temperature and day of week. 
Visibility, wind speed and the last point of the sub-trajectory also make fairly 
contribution to the prediction. However, user’s speed seems to have no influence to the 
prediction at all. It’s assumed at first that the average speed from the first to the other four 
points can infer users’ transportation mode and direction change. The transportation 
mode and direction change might have already been covered in the sub-trajectory 
Figure 16 Accuracy Distribution of Users by Neural Network (2 hidden layers with 
1024 nodes in each layer) 
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information. As a result, periodicity information embodying day of week and time of day, 
and weather make the most contribution to prediction in this case. 
 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
lat1 Latitude of the first point 3 10 11 21
lon1 Longitude of the first point 7 9 56 26
lat2 Latitude of the second point 5 4 13 50
lon2 Longitude of the second point 11 14 17 23
lat3 Latitude of the third point 5 12 9 20
lon3 Longitude of the third point 2 11 24 40
lat4 Latitude of the fourth point 7 14 23 23
lon4 Longitude of the fourth point 8 19 34 37
lat5 Latitude of the fifth point 14 49 28 42
lon5 Longitude of the fifth point 12 25 28 38
windspeed 16 28 37 76
visibility 19 29 42 68
temperature 91 183 85 46
v1 Speed from first to second point 0 0 0 0
v2 Speed from first to third point 0 0 2 0
v3 Speed from first to fourth point 0 0 0 1
v4 Speed from first to fifth point 0 0 0 0
day of week 48 80 137 67
time of day 342 103 44 12
Number of times the feature Features Description
Table 2 Feature’s Description and Frequency in Contribution Ranks 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION 
6.1 Conclusion 
There are two major conclusions in this thesis. First, applying HDBSCAN clustering to 
stay segments is a superior method to find significant places. Compared to other methods 
such as Gaussian Kernel weight or DBSCAN, it draws out places with different scales, 
finds out meaningful places by not only considering spatial and temporal information of 
trajectory, but also reoccurrence of users. Although the definition of significant places 
still varies between different references, one of the common condition is that user stay at 
the place for a period of time. In my opinion, another condition is that it’s possible for 
user to go to the place again. Thus, user’s reoccurrence to the place. Even the time of 
reoccurrence by now is two, the place is still worthy consideration. Therefore, this kind 
of places don’t have large number of data records around, which makes it difficult for 
normal frequency-based method to distinguish. HDBSCAN does a great job facing this 
sort of problem. 
Second, the model of predicting user’s next place can achieve 60% accuracy with 
contextual information. It reveals that to an extent people’s daily routine and weather 
information plays an important role in this model. But the performance of prediction 
varies highly between users which is a problem needed to continue research on to make 
the model more robust. 
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6.2 Future Works 
First, as mentioned above, the performance variance between different users is a problem 
needed further research. Every user has unique mobility, applying same method to every 
user definitely gets huge bias. To solve this problem and achieve better performance, I 
suppose to group users according to certain criterion if there are larger user data. In 
recommendation system, there is a technique called collaborative filtering, which makes 
the prediction by collecting preference information of similar users. Next place prediction 
can be conducted on users who have similar interest of places or activity, the feature 
importance introduced in section 5.3.2 may also become a good index showing user 
similarity on mobility pattern. 
Second, as the neural network only get 55% accuracy, and the speed feature seems to 
make no contribution to prediction by Random Forest, more features could be 
constructed to enhance the performance, such as the place of interest information around 
the neighborhood, transportation line information and so on. 
Last but not the least, the place where a user stayed even only once, it still somehow 
shows the user’s preference. Not only significant places, to exploit information in every 
waypoint may also beneficial to the next place prediction.  
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